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For investors trying to anticipate the next big inflection point for European equities amid a year of

strong gains and moderate volatility, what should they be looking for from one of the best developed

market equity trades of the year thus far in European small caps? 

 

Year-to-date, Europe has largely paid off as a contrarian trade as a result of the:

Unravelling of the “Trump trade” 

Market-friendly European election outcomes

Improving corporate earnings and economic growth.

Market multiples falling on strong earnings gainsMarket multiples falling on strong earnings gains

  

A typical concern for investors is buying yesterday’s trade after share prices have run up and valuations

have been stretched. When reviewing European small-cap valuations, surprisingly, this asset class is even

less expensive today than at the beginning of the year when measured by price-to-earnings (P/E) ratios.

 

What has led to multiple contraction for European small caps has been improving earnings, as well as

improving earnings growth expectations. 

 

From a valuation perspective, European small caps offer an attractive discount when comparing to global

large cap peers, and the WisdomTree Europe SmallCap Dividend Index takes a valuation discipline a step

further when compared to the MSCI Europe Small Cap Index. The WisdomTree Index has an annual rebalance

back to fundamentals each May when re-weighting constituents based on cash dividends paid over the prior

12 months, and the result that we have seen for the over 11-year live history is that this process results

in a valuation sensitive Index. 
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Price and profit growthPrice and profit growth
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Sources: WisdomTree, FactSet, Bloomberg, 29/9/17. Profit and price increase calculated in EUR. P/E

measured by forward price-to-earnings. Past performance is not indicative of future results. You cannot

invest directly in an index. Index performance does not represent actual fund or portfolio performance. A

fund or portfolio may differ significantly from the securities included in the index. Index performance

assumes reinvestment of dividends but does not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or other

expenses that would be incurred by a portfolio or fund, or brokerage commissions on transactions in fund

shares. Such fees, expenses and commissions could reduce returns. 

 

Small caps tapping into cyclical growthSmall caps tapping into cyclical growth
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Sources: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Index returns in net total return EUR. Past performance is not indicative

of future results. You cannot invest directly in an index.

 

A slow eurozone recovery, beginning in large part in early 2013 with a commitment to extreme monetary

policy by the European Central Bank (ECB), has resulted in small caps outperforming large by approximately

50% cumulatively since 31 December 2012, as measured by the MSCI Europe and MSCI Europe Small Cap Indexes.

As gross domestic product (GDP) steadily increased over the past several quarters,1 the United Kingdom was

able to broadly weather the economic impacts of the Brexit vote, the outperformance of small caps has

accelerated in 2017 with a return advantage of nearly 650 basis points (bps).2When reviewing the picture

of sector and size earnings growth since 2012, we see that small-cap earnings-per-share (EPS) growth

outpaces nearly every sector that we define as cyclical during this secular recovery.

 

The WisdomTree Europe SmallCap Dividend Index takes this cyclical growth responsiveness a step further

with a methodology that imposes a quality bias and results in an interesting sector tilt toward cyclicals.

The WisdomTree Index requires that companies pay dividends on an annual basis to maintain eligibility for

inclusion, and those selected dividend payers are then weighted by their regular cash dividends. As a

result, the Index tilts largely toward profitable companies that have enough earnings to support their

level of cash dividends. From a sector perspective, the methodology yields an 83% index weight in what we

define as cyclical sectors3, compared to a 66% weight for the MSCI Europe Index.4

 

Earnings growth (31/12/12–29/9/17)Earnings growth (31/12/12–29/9/17)
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Sources: WisdomTree, FactSet. EPS growth in EUR. Past performance is not indicative of future results. You

cannot invest directly in an index.

 

Conclusion: accessing value and growthConclusion: accessing value and growth

For believers in both the small-cap value premium and the European growth story generally, now may be the

time to take note of the relatively inexpensive multiples for the WisdomTree Europe SmallCap Dividend

Index coupled with underlying profit growth. 

 

Investors may also be interested in reading…Investors may also be interested in reading…

 

+ Why you can't afford to miss European small caps

+ Positioning defensively in Europe with yield premium intact and more sustainable dividends

+ 2017 European rebalance: Bullish bets in small cap dividend payers and quality dividend growers

+ Can you find quality companies in every sector?

1 Source: “Eurozone GDP growth accelerates to 0.6% in Q2,” Financial Times, 1/8/17.

2 Source: Bloomberg, 30/12/16–29/9/17.

3 Cyclical sectors: All sectors excluding Health Care, Telecommunication Services, Utilities and Consumer

Staples.

4 Sources: WisdomTree, FactSet, 29/9/17.

View the online version of this article here.
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https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=6FCDB6EB416145278D7B2F7E368A5CA7&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=764A8826C8B247BC8BDC0A027354C4B1&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=3B6E399D55264DC4BC5DC386E65729EB&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=9617F63C2FC148CFA64276E4CF6BB7C0&_z=z
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2017-11-07/the-european-small-cap-rally-what-fundamentals-are-telling-us
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This document has been

issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank

of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This document has been issued

and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom Financial

Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as “WisdomTree” (as applicable).

Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for your generalFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for your general

information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buyinformation only and is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy

securities or shares. This document should not be used as the basis for any investmentsecurities or shares. This document should not be used as the basis for any investment

decision. Investments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amountdecision. Investments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount

invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision toinvested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to

invest should be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterinvest should be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of differentThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of different

interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication represent the views ofinterpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication represent the views of

WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax or legal advice. WisdomTree makes noWisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no

warranty or representation as to the accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in thiswarranty or representation as to the accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this

communication. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thecommunication. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice.appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any other step

in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the United States or any province or

territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed

(directly or indirectly) into the United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document, WisdomTree does not

warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree has expressed its own opinions related

to product or market activity, these views may change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of

their respective officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any

direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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